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• Highlight the successful implementation of the EIP-AGRI through Operational Groups

• Prepare the implementation of new Operational Groups under the CAP 2023-2027
European Innovation Partnership for Agricultural productivity and sustainability (EIP-AGRI)

- **Launched** by the European Commission in February 2012

- **Aim:** Speed innovation in agriculture and make it more sustainable and productive

- **How:**
  - Support farmers, foresters and rural areas to develop practical innovative solutions together with a targeted group of complementary partners
  - Provide opportunities for networking and knowledge exchange, including better connections between research and practice
EIP-AGRI Operational Groups
Co-creating practical solutions for agriculture, forestry and rural communities
The interactive innovation model
The interactive innovation model
The interactive innovation model
Giorgia Robbiati
Operational group: Agroecological innovations to increase the resilience and sustainability of mountain livestock farms
Italy 2017-2021

Łukasz Ignasiak
Operational group: An original method of supervising of beehive by using automatic technical means improving the health condition of honey bees
Poland 2021-2024

Jean-Marc Gautier
Operational group: Robustagno/Robust Lamb
France 2015-2018
1st EIP-AGRI Seminar: Programming innovation – How to use the Rural Development Toolkit most effectively for the implementation of the EIP – Madrid, 2013

EIP-AGRI – networking for knowledge exchange
+100 events that gathered more than 8 000 people since the start in 2013
EU CAP Network’s Subgroup on Innovation and Knowledge exchange
Agricultural Knowledge and Innovation Systems (AKIS)

**AKIS** = the system for knowledge flows between all people and organisations that generate, share, and use knowledge and innovation for agriculture and interrelated fields.

**EIP-AGRI Operational Groups**
Wishing you very successful networking!
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